Format for Submitting ECE 520/521 Project Reports

Page 1: cover page. The cover page should contain:

1). Project title;

2). Project number;

3). Course number;

4). Students’ names;

5). Data due;

6). Data hand-in;

Page 2: Abstract (no more than 1/2 page).

Page 3: Technical discussion. One or two pages (max). This section should mainly include the used techniques and the implemented equations (if any).

Page 4 (or 5): Discussion of Results. One or two pages (max). This section should mainly contain the major findings in term of the objective of the project, and make clear reference to any generated figures.

Results: Please include all the images generated in the project. Number the figures individually such that they are referred clearly in the preceding discussion part.

Appendix: Program code listing (Optional). All the codes could be listed in this part.

Layout: The entire report should be in the standard sheet size format (8.5 x 11 inches in US) and printed neatly.